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Zevi Aronstein launching his LPP. 
All photos in this issue are from the 2011 Indoor Nats. 



Indoor Free Flight John Kagan reporti ng.

PREPARATIONS ARE underway for the 2012 Indoor FF Nats. The banners in the Mini-Dome at East Tennessee 
State University are down and stored away. People have begun arriving from all corners of the country, and even 
from abroad. Boxes are being unloaded, and the Tuesday glider-tuning session has started.

As I checked into my hotel, I saw a stack of boxes shipped in by Californian Glider guru, Ralph Ray, back to 
defend his national champion title. Will anyone be able to top his record-setting performance? Check in tomorrow 
for news and results as the Glider session opens the competition.

US F1D Team member, Brett Sanborn, has been on a streak, placing fi rst in the last several contests and setting 
two national records in the process. Will his winning ways continue with another national championship title? 

A gaggle of new and returning F1D competitors hopes to say otherwise. Jeff Annis, father of the variable-pitch 
propeller is back in the game with a new rules-compatible model to carry his original propeller designs. How will 
they fare against the current variations? Find out as NatsNews covers the opening F1D session on Wednesday and 
the conclusion on Thursday.

At his current performance level, Kang Lee can no longer be labeled a newcomer, but he still carries his newbie 
enthusiasm. Kang has hyped up a big battle in favorite category, F1L, rallying the top performers in the event and 
even drawing out some past names, including Indoor legend Larry Coslick. 

NatsNews correspondent and defending F1L National Champion John Kagan’s F1L recently won National Free Flight Society’s Model-
of-the-Year with a long string of fi rst and second places. Will that be the kiss of death for its winning ways? See coverage of F1L and EZB that 
will be held on Friday.

Big numbers are expected in the weekend Pennyplane events, as recent Pro/Am contestants return to show what they’ve learned in the past 
12 months, and other top competitors settle in for some of the slightly more relaxing events. 

Get a glimpse into the future Indoor competition hierarchy by checking out which names are working their way to the top of the 
Pennyplane standings.

These events and many more will be fought and decided over the next fi ve days. Read all the action in NatsNews and better yet, start 
making plans to join the action next year! NN

Today’s Events:
Intermediate Sti ck
F1D Rubber
HL Glider
Std Cat Glider
Unl Cat Glider
*35 CM
*RTP/SLS/RTR
*P-24 Mass Launch

*Unoffi  cial Event

Kang Lee’s HLS, aka EZB.

Ray Harlan and Emil 
Schutzel talk Bostonian.

Tim Lavender’s Smyrna FAC club.
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Chet Wrzos loves EZB.

Tom Sova admires Tony Pavel’s 35cm.

World War II Mass Launch aircraft .

LPP Pro/Am team Zevi Aronstein and Tom Iacobellis.

Ralph Ray’s Standard Catpult.



Indoor Free Flight reporter 
John Kagan preparing for fl ight.


